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BLU-JET Introduces New SubTiller NT
Narrow Fold Expands Working Capacities For Those Previously Limited By Transport Width Restrictions

THURSTON, NEBRASKA – October 15, 2018 - Thurston Manufacturing Company Announces the
release of the new BLU-JET SubTiller NT™ for sale through it’s North American and International
Network of BLU-JET® Authorized Dealers. The new 3-point mounted folding model allows those who
were previously hindered by small field entrances, narrow roads, and other width restrictions, to expand
their working width to 17.5 feet. For these producers, and for others who appreciate narrower transport
requirements, the implement folds neatly within the tractor’s rear dual wheels.
Folding to under ten feet wide in transport, the SubTiller NT is more than seven feet narrower when
compared to a rigid model with seven shanks on 30” spacings (7S30). It is more than two feet narrower
than previous 7S30 3-point folding models. Further, the price of the new 7S30 SubTiller NT is
comparable with the existing 3-point folding 7S30.
“We look for this to be an important development in our markets where narrow transport restrictions have
previously limited the working width of deep tillage tools”, said Nick Jensen, President of Thurston
Manufacturing. He continued, “The SubTiller NT continues BLU-JET’s proud tradition of using design
innovation for finding unique solutions to growers’ challenges.” The company plans to put the SubTiller
NT on public display for the first time in February, at the National Farm Machinery Show in Louisville, KY.
SubTiller NT is currently available in configurations including 5 shanks on 30” spacing and 7 shanks on
30” spacing. For pricing and additional information on availability, please call BLU-JET at 800.658.3127.
Individuals interested in ordering SubTiller NT can contact their local Authorized BLU-JET Dealer. For a
listing of dealers, and further information on the SubTiller NT, please call, or visit www.BLU-JET.com.
Founded in 1971, Thurston Manufacturing Company™ produces equipment lines with design goals of
making the user more efficient to save time, money, and/or effort. These brands include the BLU-JET®
line of Conservation Tillage and Nutrient Injection Application Equipment for the Agriculture Industry, the
ChuckWagon® line of Mobile Grilling Systems™ for the Tailgating Industry, and the Simonsen Iron
Works® brand of Contract Manufacturing Services. This 3rd generation family owned and operated
company designs and promotes products using in-house engineering and marketing departments; and
maintains two ISO 9001 Certified Production Facilities, located in Thurston, NE and in Spencer, IA.
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